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The verification of concurrent programs remains an open challenge due to the non-determinism in inter-
process communication. One recurring algorithmic problem in this challenge is the consistency verification
of concurrent executions. In particular, consistency verification under a reads-from map allows to compute
the reads-from (RF) equivalence between concurrent traces, with direct applications to areas such as Stateless
Model Checking (SMC). Importantly, the RF equivalence was recently shown to be coarser than the standard
Mazurkiewicz equivalence, leading to impressive scalability improvements for SMC under SC (sequential con-
sistency). However, for the relaxed memory models of TSO and PSO (total/partial store order), the algorithmic
problem of deciding the RF equivalence, as well as its impact on SMC, has been elusive.
In this work we solve the algorithmic problem of consistency verification for the TSO and PSO memory
models given a reads-from map, denoted VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf, respectively. For an execution of 𝑛 events over
𝑘 threads and 𝑑 variables, we establish novel bounds that scale as 𝑛𝑘+1 for TSO and as 𝑛𝑘+1 ·min(𝑛𝑘
2
, 2𝑘 ·𝑑 )
for PSO. Moreover, based on our solution to these problems, we develop an SMC algorithm under TSO and
PSO that uses the RF equivalence. The algorithm is exploration-optimal, in the sense that it is guaranteed
to explore each class of the RF partitioning exactly once, and spends polynomial time per class when 𝑘 is
bounded. Finally, we implement all our algorithms in the SMC tool Nidhugg, and perform a large number of
experiments over benchmarks from existing literature. Our experimental results show that our algorithms
for VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf provide significant scalability improvements over standard alternatives. Moreover,
when used for SMC, the RF partitioning is often much coarser than the standard ShashaśSnir partitioning for
TSO/PSO, which yields a significant speedup in the model checking task.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The formal analysis of concurrent programs is a key problem in program analysis and verification.
Scheduling non-determinism makes programs both hard to write correctly, and to analyze formally,
as both the programmer and the model checker need to account for all possible communication
patterns among threads. This non-determinism incurs an exponential blow-up in the state space of
the program, which in turn yields a significant computational cost on the verification task.
Traditional verification has focused on concurrent programs adhering to sequential consis-
tency [Lamport 1979]. Programs operating under relaxed memory semantics exhibit additional
behavior compared to sequential consistency. This makes it exceptionally hard to reason about cor-
rectness, as, besides scheduling subtleties, the formal reasoning needs to account for buffer/caching
mechanisms. Two of the most standard operational relaxed memory models in the literature are
Total Store Order (TSO) and Partial Store Order (PSO) [Adve and Gharachorloo 1996; Alglave 2010;
Alglave et al. 2017; Owens et al. 2009; Sewell et al. 2010; SPARC International 1994].
On the operational level, both models introduce subtle mechanisms via which write operations
become visible to the shared memory and thus to the whole system. Under TSO, every thread
is equipped with its own buffer. Every write to a shared variable is pushed into the buffer, and
thus remains hidden from the other threads. The buffer is flushed non-deterministically to the
shared memory, at which point the writes become visible to the other threads. The semantics
under PSO are even more involved, as now every thread has one buffer per shared variable, and














Fig. 1. A TSO example (left) and a PSO example (right).
To illustrate the intricacies under TSO and PSO, consider the examples in Figure 1. On the left,
under SC, in every execution at least one of r(𝑦) and r′(𝑥) will observe the corresponding𝑤 ′(𝑦)
and𝑤 (𝑥). Under TSO, however, the write events may become visible on the shared memory only
after the read events have executed, and hence both write events go unobserved. Executions under
PSO are even more involved, see Figure 1 right. Under either SC or TSO, if r(𝑦) observes 𝑤 ′(𝑦),
then r′(𝑥) must observe𝑤 (𝑥), as𝑤 (𝑥) becomes visible on the shared memory before𝑤 ′(𝑦). Under
PSO, however, there is a single local buffer for each variable. Hence the order in which𝑤 (𝑥) and
𝑤 ′(𝑦) become visible in the shared memory can be reversed, allowing r(𝑦) to observe𝑤 ′(𝑦) while
r′(𝑥) does not observe𝑤 (𝑥).
The great challenge in verification under relaxed memory is to systematically, yet efficiently,
explore all such extra behaviors of the system, i.e., account for the additional non-determinism that
comes from the buffers. In this work we tackle this challenge for two verification tasks under TSO
and PSO, namely, for verifying the consistency of executions, and for stateless model checking.
Verifying execution consistency with a reads-from function. One of the most basic prob-
lems for a given memory model is the verification of the consistency of program executions with
respect to the given model [Chini and Saivasan 2020]. The input is a set of thread executions, where
each execution performs operations accessing the shared memory. The task is to verify whether the
thread executions can be interleaved to a concurrent execution, which has the property that every
read observes a specific value written by some write [Gibbons and Korach 1997]. The problem is of
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foundational importance to concurrency, and has been studied heavily under SC [Cain and Lipasti
2002; Chen et al. 2009; Hu et al. 2012].
The input is often enhanced with a reads-from (RF) map, which further specifies for each read
access the write access that the former should observe. Under sequential consistency, the corre-
sponding problem VSC-rf was shown to be 𝑁𝑃-hard in the landmark work of Gibbons and Korach
[1997], while it was recently shown W[1]-hard [Mathur et al. 2020]. The problem lies at the heart
of many verification tasks in concurrency, such as dynamic analyses [Kini et al. 2017; Mathur et al.
2020, 2021; Pavlogiannis 2019; Roemer et al. 2020; Smaragdakis et al. 2012], linearizability and
transactional consistency [Biswas and Enea 2019; Herlihy and Wing 1990], as well as SMC [Abdulla
et al. 2019; Chalupa et al. 2017; Kokologiannakis et al. 2019b].
Executions under relaxed memory. The natural extension of verifying execution consistency with
an RF map is from SC to relaxed memory models such as TSO and PSO, we denote the respective
problems by VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf. Given the importance of VSC-rf for SC, and the success in
establishing both upper and lower bounds, the complexity of VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf is a very
natural question and of equal importance. The verification problem is known to be 𝑁𝑃-hard for
most memory models [Furbach et al. 2015], including TSO and PSO, however, no other bounds are
known. Some heuristics have been developed for VTSO-rf [Manovit and Hangal 2006; Zennou et al.
2019], while other works study TSO executions that are also sequentially consistent [Bouajjani
et al. 2013, 2011].
Stateless Model Checking. The most standard solution to the space-explosion problem is
stateless model checking [Godefroid 1996]. Stateless model-checking methods typically explore
traces rather than states of the analyzed program. The depth-first nature of the exploration enables
it to be both systematic and memory-efficient, by storing only a few traces at any given time.
Stateless model-checking techniques have been employed successfully in several well-established
tools, e.g., VeriSoft [Godefroid 1997, 2005] and CHESS [Madan Musuvathi 2007].
As there are exponentially many interleavings, a trace-based exploration typically has to explore
exponentiallymany traces, which is intractable in practice. One standard approach is the partitioning
of the trace space into equivalence classes, and then attempting to explore every class via a single
representative trace. The most successful adoption of this technique is in dynamic partial order
reduction (DPOR) techniques [Clarke et al. 1999; Flanagan and Godefroid 2005; Godefroid 1996;
Peled 1993]. The great advantage of DPOR is that it handles indirect memory accesses precisely
without introducing spurious interleavings. The foundation underpinning DPOR is the famous
Mazurkiewicz equivalence, which constructs equivalence classes based on the order in which
traces execute conflicting memory access events. This idea has led to a rich body of work, with
improvements using symbolic techniques [Kahlon et al. 2009], context-sensitivity [Albert et al.
2017], unfoldings [Rodríguez et al. 2015], effective lock handling [Kokologiannakis et al. 2019a], and
others [Albert et al. 2018; Aronis et al. 2018; Chatterjee et al. 2019]. The work of Abdulla et al. [2014]
developed an SMC algorithm that is exploration-optimal for the Mazurkiewicz equivalence, in the
sense that it explores each class of the underlying partitioning exactly once. Finally, techniques
based on SAT/SMT solvers have been used to construct even coarser partitionings [Demsky and
Lam 2015; Huang 2015; Huang and Huang 2017].
The reads-from equivalence for SMC. A new direction of SMC techniques has been recently
developed using the reads-from (RF) equivalence to partition the trace space. The key principle is
to classify traces as equivalent based on whether read accesses observe the same write accesses.
The idea was initially explored for acyclic communication topologies [Chalupa et al. 2017], and has
been recently extended to all topologies [Abdulla et al. 2019]. As the RF partitioning is guaranteed
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to be (even exponentially) coarser than the Mazurkiewicz partitioning, SMC based on RF has
shown remarkable scalability potential [Abdulla et al. 2019, 2018; Kokologiannakis et al. 2019b;
Kokologiannakis and Vafeiadis 2020]. The key technical component for SMC using RF is the
verification of execution consistency, as presented in the previous section. The success of SMC
using RF under SC has thus rested upon new efficient methods for the problem VSC-rf.
SMC under relaxed memory. The SMC literature has taken up the challenge of model checking
concurrent programs under relaxed memory. Extensions to SMC for TSO/PSO have been consid-
ered by Zhang et al. [2015] using shadow threads to model memory buffers, as well as by Abdulla
et al. [2015] using chronological traces to represent the ShashaśSnir notion of trace under re-
laxed memory [Shasha and Snir 1988]. Chronological/ShashaśSnir traces are the generalization
of Mazurkiewicz traces to TSO/PSO. Further extensions have also been made to other memory
models, namely by Abdulla et al. [2018] for the release-acquire fragment of C++11, Kokologiannakis
et al. [2017, 2019b] for the RC11 model [Lahav et al. 2017], and Kokologiannakis and Vafeiadis
[2020] for the IMM model [Podkopaev et al. 2019], but notably none for TSO and PSO using the RF
equivalence. Given the advantages of the RF equivalence for SMC under SC [Abdulla et al. 2019],
release-acquire [Abdulla et al. 2018], RC11 [Kokologiannakis et al. 2019b] and IMM [Kokologian-
nakis and Vafeiadis 2020], a very natural standing question is whether RF can be used for effective
SMC under TSO and PSO. Here we tackle this challenge.
1.1 Our Contributions
Here we outline the main results of our work. We refer to Section 3 for a formal presentation.
Verifying execution consistency for TSO and PSO. Our first set of results and the main
contribution of this paper is on the problems VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf for verifying TSO- and PSO-
consistent executions, respectively. Consider an input to the corresponding problem that consists
of 𝑘 threads and 𝑛 operations, where each thread executes write and read operations, as well as
fence operations that flush each thread-local buffer to the main memory. Our results are as follows.
(1) We present an algorithm that solves VTSO-rf in𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1) time. The case of VSC-rf is solvable
in 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘 ) time [Abdulla et al. 2019; Biswas and Enea 2019; Mathur et al. 2020]. Although
for TSO there are 𝑘 additional buffers, our result shows that the complexity is only minorly
impacted by an additional factor 𝑛, as opposed to 𝑛𝑘 .
(2) We present an algorithm that solves VPSO-rf in𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1 ·min(𝑛𝑘 · (𝑘−1) , 2𝑘 ·𝑑 )) time, where 𝑑 is
the number of variables. Note that even though there are 𝑘 · 𝑑 buffers, one of our two bounds
is independent of 𝑑 and thus yields polynomial time when the number of threads is bounded.
Moreover, our bound collapses to 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1) when there are no fences, and hence this case is
no more difficult that VTSO-rf.
Stateless model checking for TSO and PSO using the reads-from equivalence (RF). Our
second contribution is an algorithm RF-SMC for SMC under TSO and PSO using the RF equivalence.
The algorithm is based on the reads-from algorithm for SC [Abdulla et al. 2019] and uses our
solutions to VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf for visiting each class of the respective partitioning. Moreover,
RF-SMC is exploration-optimal, in the sense that it explores only maximal traces and further it is
guaranteed to explore each class of the RF partitioning exactly once. For the complexity statements,
let 𝑘 be the total number of threads and 𝑛 be the number of events of the longest trace. The time
spent by RF-SMC per class of the RF partitioning is
(1) 𝑛𝑂 (𝑘) time, for the case of TSO, and
(2) 𝑛𝑂 (𝑘
2) time, for the case of PSO.
Note that the time complexity per class is polynomial in 𝑛 when 𝑘 is bounded.
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Implementation and experiments. We have implemented RF-SMC in the stateless model
checker Nidhugg [Abdulla et al. 2015], and performed an evaluation on an extensive set of bench-
marks from the recent literature. Our results show that our algorithms for VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf
provide significant scalability improvements over standard alternatives, often by orders of magni-
tude. Moreover, when used for SMC, the RF partitioning is often much coarser than the standard
ShashaśSnir partitioning for TSO/PSO, which yields a significant speedup in the model checking
task.
2 PRELIMINARIES
General notation. Given a natural number 𝑖 ≥ 1, we let [𝑖] be the set {1, 2, . . . , 𝑖}. Given a map
𝑓 : 𝑋 → 𝑌 , we let dom(𝑓 ) = 𝑋 and img(𝑓 ) = 𝑌 denote the domain and image of 𝑓 , respectively.
We represent maps 𝑓 as sets of tuples {(𝑥, 𝑓 (𝑥))}𝑥 . Given two maps 𝑓1, 𝑓2 over the same domain
𝑋 , we write 𝑓1 = 𝑓2 if for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 we have 𝑓1 (𝑥) = 𝑓2 (𝑥). Given a set 𝑋
′ ⊂ 𝑋 , we denote by
𝑓 |𝑋 ′ the restriction of 𝑓 to 𝑋 ′. A binary relation ∼ on a set 𝑋 is an equivalence iff ∼ is reflexive,
symmetric and transitive. We denote by 𝑋/∼ the quotient (i.e., the set of all equivalence classes) of
𝑋 under ∼.
2.1 Concurrent Model under TSO/PSO
Here we describe the computational model of concurrent programs with shared memory under
the Total Store Order (TSO) and Partial Store Order (PSO) memory models. We follow a standard
exposition, similarly to Abdulla et al. [2015]; Huang and Huang [2016]. We first describe TSO and
then extend our description to PSO.
Concurrent program with Total Store Order. We consider a concurrent program 𝒫 =
{thr𝑖 }
𝑘
𝑖=1 of 𝑘 threads. The threads communicate over a shared memory G of global variables.
Each thread additionally owns a store buffer, which is a FIFO queue for storing updates of variables
to the shared memory. Threads execute events of the following types.
(1) A buffer-write event wB enqueues into the local store buffer an update that wants to write a
value 𝑣 to a global variable 𝑥 ∈ G.
(2) A read event r reads the value 𝑣 of a global variable 𝑥 ∈ G. The value 𝑣 is the value of the most
recent local buffer-write event, if one still exists in the buffer, otherwise 𝑣 is the value of 𝑥 in the
shared memory.
Additionally, whenever a store buffer of some thread is nonempty, the respective thread can execute
the following.
(3) A memory-write event wM that dequeues the oldest update from the local buffer and performs
the corresponding write-update on the shared memory.
Threads can also flush their local buffers into the memory using fences.
(4) A fence event fnc blocks the corresponding thread until its store buffer is empty.
Finally, threads can execute local events that are not modeled explicitly, as usual. We refer to
all non-memory-write events as thread events. Following the typical setting of stateless model
checking [Abdulla et al. 2014, 2015; Chalupa et al. 2017; Flanagan and Godefroid 2005], each thread
of the program𝒫 is deterministic, and further𝒫 is bounded, meaning that all executions of𝒫 are
finite and the number of events of 𝒫’s longest execution is a parameter of the input.
Given an event 𝑒 , we denote by thr(𝑒) its thread and by var(𝑒) its global variable. We denote by E
the set of all events, by R the set of read events, byW𝐵 the set of buffer-write events, byW𝑀 the
set of memory-write events, and by F the set of fence events. Given a buffer-write event wB ∈ W𝐵
and its corresponding memory-write wM ∈ W𝑀 , we let w = (wB,wM) be the two-phase write
event, and we denote thr(w) = thr(wB) = thr(wM) and var(w) = var(wB) = var(wM). We denote
byW the set of all such two-phase write events. Given two events 𝑒1, 𝑒2 ∈ R ∪W
𝑀 , we say that
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they conflict, denoted 𝑒1 Z 𝑒2, if they access the same global variable and at least one of them is a
memory-write event.
Proper event sets. Given a set of events 𝑋 ⊆ E, we write R(𝑋 ) = 𝑋 ∩ R for the set of read
events of 𝑋 , and similarlyW𝐵 (𝑋 ) = 𝑋 ∩W𝐵 andW𝑀 (𝑋 ) = 𝑋 ∩W𝑀 for the buffer-write and
memory-write events of 𝑋 , respectively. We also denote by L(𝑋 ) = 𝑋 \W𝑀 (𝑋 ) the thread events
(i.e., the non-memory-write events) of 𝑋 . We writeW(𝑋 ) = (𝑋 ×𝑋 ) ∩W for the set of two-phase
write events in 𝑋 . We call 𝑋 proper if wB ∈ 𝑋 iff wM ∈ 𝑋 for each (wB,wM) ∈ W. Finally, given a
set of events 𝑋 ⊆ E and a thread thr, we denote by 𝑋thr and 𝑋≠thr the events of thr, and the events
of all other threads in 𝑋 , respectively.
Sequences and Traces. Given a sequence of events 𝜏 = 𝑒1, . . . , 𝑒 𝑗 , we denote by E(𝜏) the set
of events that appear in 𝜏 . We further denote R(𝜏) = R(E(𝜏)),W𝐵 (𝜏) =W𝐵 (E(𝜏)),W𝑀 (𝜏) =
W𝑀 (E(𝜏)), andW(𝜏) =W(E(𝜏)). Finally we denote by 𝜖 an empty sequence.
Given a sequence 𝜏 and two events 𝑒1, 𝑒2 ∈ E(𝜏), we write 𝑒1 <𝜏 𝑒2 when 𝑒1 appears before 𝑒2
in 𝜏 , and 𝑒1 ≤𝜏 𝑒2 to denote that 𝑒1 <𝜏 𝑒2 or 𝑒1 = 𝑒2. Given a sequence 𝜏 and a set of events 𝐴,
we denote by 𝜏 |𝐴 the projection of 𝜏 on 𝐴, which is the unique sub-sequence of 𝜏 that contains
all events of 𝐴 ∩ E(𝜏), and only those. Given a sequence 𝜏 and an event 𝑒 ∈ E(𝜏), we denote by
pre𝜏 (𝑒) the prefix up until and including 𝑒 , formally 𝜏 |{𝑒
′ ∈ E(𝜏) | 𝑒 ′ ≤𝜏 𝑒}. Given two sequences
𝜏1 and 𝜏2, we denote by 𝜏1 ◦ 𝜏2 the sequence that results in appending 𝜏2 after 𝜏1.
A (concrete, concurrent) trace is a sequence of events 𝜎 that corresponds to a concrete valid
execution of 𝒫 under standard semantics [Shasha and Snir 1988]. We let enabled(𝜎) be the set of
enabled events after 𝜎 is executed, and call 𝜎 maximal if enabled(𝜎) = ∅. A concrete local trace 𝜌
is a sequence of thread events of the same thread.
Reads-from functions. Given a proper event set 𝑋 ⊆ E, a reads-from function over 𝑋 is a
function that maps each read event of 𝑋 to some two-phase write event of 𝑋 accessing the same
global variable. Formally, RF : R(𝑋 ) → W(𝑋 ), where var(r) = var(RF(r)) for all r ∈ R(𝑋 ).
Given a buffer-write event wB (resp. a memory-write event wM), we write RF(r) = (wB, _) (resp.
RF(r) = (_,wM)) to denote that RF(r) is a two-phase write for which wB (resp. wM) is the
corresponding buffer-write (resp. memory-write) event.
Given a sequence of events 𝜏 where the set E(𝜏) is proper, we define the reads-from function
of 𝜏 , denoted RF𝜏 : R(𝜏) → W(𝜏), as follows. Given a read event r ∈ R(𝜏), consider the set
Upd of enqueued conflicting updates in the same thread that have not yet been dequeued, i.e.,
Upd = {(wB,wM) ∈ (W(𝜏))thr(r) | wM Z r, wB <𝜏 r <𝜏 wM}. Then, RF𝜏 (r) = (wB
′,wM′),
where one of the two cases happens:
• Upd ≠ ∅, and (wB′,wM′) ∈ Upd is the latest in 𝜏 , i.e., for each (wB′′,wM′′) ∈ Upd we have
wB′′ ≤𝜏 wB
′.
• Upd = ∅, and wM′ ∈ W𝑀 (𝜏), wM′ Z r, wM′ <𝜏 r is the latest memory-write (of any thread)
conflicting with r and occurring before r in 𝜏 , i.e., for each wM′′ ∈ W𝑀 (𝜏) such that wM′′ Z r
and wM′′ <𝜏 r, we have wM
′′ ≤𝜏 wM
′.
Notice how relaxed memory comes into play in the above definition, as RF𝜏 (r) does not record
which of the two above cases actually happened.
Partial Store Order and Sequential Consistency. The memory model of Partial Store Order
(PSO) is more relaxed than TSO. On the operational level, each thread is equipped with a store
buffer for each global variable, rather than a single buffer for all global variables. Then, at any
point during execution, a thread can non-deterministically dequeue and perform the oldest update
from any of its nonempty store buffers. The notions of events, traces and reads-from functions
remain the same for PSO as defined for TSO. The Sequential Consistency (SC) memory model can
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be simply thought of as a model where each thread flushes its buffer immediately after a write
event, e.g., by using a fence.
Concurrent program semantics. The semantics of 𝒫 are defined by means of a transition
system over a state space of global states. A global state consists of (i) a memory function that
maps every global variable to a value, (ii) a local state for each thread, which contains the values
of the local variables of the thread, and (iii) a local state for each store buffer, which captures the
contents of the queue. We consider the standard setting with the TSO/PSO memory model, and
refer to Abdulla et al. [2015] for formal details. As usual in stateless model checking, we focus on
concurrent programs with acyclic state spaces.
Reads-from trace partitioning. Given a concurrent program 𝒫 and a memory modelM ∈
{SC,TSO, PSO}, we denote by TM the set of maximal traces of the program𝒫 under the respective
memorymodel.We call two traces𝜎1 and𝜎2 reads-from equivalent if E(𝜎1) = E(𝜎2) andRF𝜎1 = RF𝜎2 .
The corresponding reads-from equivalence ∼RF partitions the trace space into equivalence classes
TM/∼RF and we call this the reads-from partitioning (or RF partitioning). Traces in the same
class of the RF partitioning visit the same set of local states in each thread, and thus the RF
partitioning is a sound partitioning for local state reachability [Abdulla et al. 2019; Chalupa et al.
2017; Kokologiannakis et al. 2019b].
2.2 Partial Orders
Here we present relevant notation around partial orders.
Partial orders. Given a set of events 𝑋 ⊆ E, a (strict) partial order 𝑃 over 𝑋 is an irreflexive,
antisymmetric and transitive relation over 𝑋 (i.e., <𝑃 ⊆ 𝑋 × 𝑋 ). Given two events 𝑒1, 𝑒2 ∈ 𝑋 , we
write 𝑒1 ≤𝑃 𝑒2 to denote that 𝑒1 <𝑃 𝑒2 or 𝑒1 = 𝑒2. Two distinct events 𝑒1, 𝑒2 ∈ 𝑋 are unordered by 𝑃 ,
denoted 𝑒1 ∥𝑃 𝑒2, if neither 𝑒1 <𝑃 𝑒2 nor 𝑒2 <𝑃 𝑒1, and ordered (denoted 𝑒1 ̸ ∥𝑃 𝑒2) otherwise. Given
a set 𝑌 ⊆ 𝑋 , we denote by 𝑃 |𝑌 the projection of 𝑃 on the set 𝑌 , where for every pair of events
𝑒1, 𝑒2 ∈ 𝑌 , we have that 𝑒1 <𝑃 |𝑌 𝑒2 iff 𝑒1 <𝑃 𝑒2. Given two partial orders 𝑃 and 𝑄 over a common
set 𝑋 , we say that 𝑄 refines 𝑃 , denoted by 𝑄 ⊑ 𝑃 , if for every pair of events 𝑒1, 𝑒2 ∈ 𝑋 , if 𝑒1 <𝑃 𝑒2
then 𝑒1 <𝑄 𝑒2. A linearization of 𝑃 is a total order that refines 𝑃 .
Lower sets. Given a pair (𝑋, 𝑃), where 𝑋 is a set of events and 𝑃 is a partial order over 𝑋 , a
lower set of (𝑋, 𝑃) is a set 𝑌 ⊆ 𝑋 such that for every event 𝑒1 ∈ 𝑌 and event 𝑒2 ∈ 𝑋 such that
𝑒2 ≤𝑃 𝑒1, we have 𝑒2 ∈ 𝑌 .
The program order PO. The program order PO of𝒫 is a partial order <PO⊆ E ×E that defines
a fixed order between some pairs of events of the same thread. Given any (concrete) trace 𝜎 and
thread thr, the buffer-writes, reads, and fences of thr that appear in 𝜎 are fully ordered in PO the
same way as they are ordered in 𝜎 . Further, for each thread thr, the program order PO satisfies the
following conditions:
• wB <PO wM for each (wB,wM) ∈ Wthr.
• wB <PO fnc iff wM <PO fnc for each (wB,wM) ∈ Wthr and fence event fnc ∈ Fthr.
• wB1 <PO wB2 iff wM1 <PO wM2 for each (wB𝑖 ,wM𝑖 ) ∈ Wthr, 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}. In PSO, this condition
is enforced only when var((wB1,wM1)) = var((wB2,wM2)).
A sequence 𝜏 is well-formed if it respects the program order, i.e., 𝜏 ⊑ PO|E(𝜏). Naturally, every
trace 𝜎 is well-formed, as it corresponds to a concrete valid program execution.
3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Here we present formally the main results of this paper. In later sections we present the details,
algorithms and examples. The proofs appear in the appendix of Bui et al. [2021].
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Verifying execution consistency for TSO and PSO. Our first set of results and the main
contribution of this paper is on the problems VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf for verifying TSO- and PSO-
consistent executions, respectively. The corresponding problem VSC-rf for Sequential Consistency
(SC) was recently shown to be in polynomial time for a constant number of threads [Abdulla et al.
2019; Biswas and Enea 2019]. The solution for SC is obtained by essentially enumerating all the
𝑛𝑘 possible lower sets of the program order (𝑋, PO), where 𝑘 is the number of threads, and hence
yields a polynomial when 𝑘 = 𝑂 (1). For TSO, the number of possible lower sets is 𝑛2·𝑘 , since there
are 𝑘 threads and 𝑘 buffers (one for each thread). For PSO, the number of possible lower sets is
𝑛𝑘 · (𝑑+1) , where 𝑑 is the number of variables, since there are 𝑘 threads and 𝑘 · 𝑑 buffers (𝑑 buffers for
each thread). Hence, following an approach similar to Abdulla et al. [2019]; Biswas and Enea [2019]
would yield a running time of a polynomial with degree 2 · 𝑘 for TSO, and with degree 𝑘 · (𝑑 + 1)
for PSO (thus the solution for PSO is not polynomial-time even when the number of threads is
bounded). In this work we show that both problems can be solved significantly faster.
Theorem 3.1. VTSO-rf for 𝑛 events and 𝑘 threads is solvable in 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1) time.
Theorem 3.2. VPSO-rf for 𝑛 events, 𝑘 threads and 𝑑 variables is solvable in 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1 ·
min(𝑛𝑘 · (𝑘−1) , 2𝑘 ·𝑑 )). Moreover, if there are no fences, the problem is solvable in 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1) time.
Novelty. For TSO, Theorem 3.1 yields an improvement of order 𝑛𝑘−1 compared to the naive 𝑛2·𝑘
bound. For PSO, perhaps surprisingly, the first upper-bound of Theorem 3.2 does not depend on
the number of variables. Moreover, when there are no fences, the cost for PSO is the same as for
TSO (with or without fences).
Stateless Model Checking for TSO and PSO. Our second result concerns stateless model
checking (SMC) under TSO and PSO. We introduce an SMC algorithm RF-SMC that explores the
RF partitioning in the TSO and PSO settings, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Consider a concurrent program 𝒫 with 𝑘 threads and 𝑑 variables, under a memory
modelM ∈ {TSO, PSO} with trace space TM and 𝑛 being the number of events of the longest trace in
TM . RF-SMC is a sound, complete and exploration-optimal algorithm for local state reachability in𝒫,
i.e., it explores only maximal traces and visits each class of the RF partitioning exactly once. The time
complexity is 𝑂 (𝛼 · |TM/∼RF |), where
(1) 𝛼 = 𝑛𝑂 (𝑘) underM = TSO, and
(2) 𝛼 = 𝑛𝑂 (𝑘
2) underM = PSO.
An algorithm with RF exploration-optimality in SC is presented by Abdulla et al. [2019]. Our
RF-SMC algorithm generalizes the above approach to achieve RF exploration-optimality in the
relaxed memory models TSO and PSO. Further, the time complexity of RF-SMC per class of RF
partitioning is equal between PSO and TSO for programs with no fence instructions.
RF-SMC uses the verification algorithms developed in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 as black-
boxes to decide whether any specific class of the RF partitioning is TSO- or PSO-consistent, re-
spectively. We remark that these theorems can potentially be used as black-boxes to other SMC
algorithms that explore the RF partitioning (e.g., Chalupa et al. [2017]; Kokologiannakis et al.
[2019b]; Kokologiannakis and Vafeiadis [2020]).
4 VERIFYING TSO AND PSO EXECUTIONS WITH A READS-FROM FUNCTION
In this section we tackle the verification problems VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf. In each case, the input is
a pair (𝑋,RF), where 𝑋 is a proper set of events of 𝒫, and RF : R(𝑋 ) → W(𝑋 ) is a reads-from
function. The task is to decide whether there exists a trace 𝜎 that is a linearization of (𝑋, PO)
with RF𝜎 = RF, where RF𝜎 is wrt TSO/PSO memory semantics. In case such 𝜎 exists, we say that
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(𝑋,RF) is realizable and 𝜎 is its witness trace. We first define some relevant notation, and then
establish upper bounds for VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf, i.e., Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
Held variables. Given a trace 𝜎 and a memory-write wM ∈ W𝑀 (𝜎) present in the trace, we
say that wM holds variable 𝑥 = var(wM) in 𝜎 if the following hold.
(1) wM is the last memory-write event of 𝜎 on variable 𝑥 .
(2) There exists a read event r ∈ 𝑋 \ E(𝜎) such that RF(r) = (_,wM).
We similarly say that the thread thr(wM) holds 𝑥 in 𝜎 . Finally, a variable 𝑥 is held in 𝜎 if it is held by
some thread in 𝜎 . Intuitively, wM holds 𝑥 until all reads that need to read-from wM get executed.
Witness prefixes. Throughout this section, we use the notion of witness prefixes. Formally,
a witness prefix is a trace 𝜎 that can be extended to a trace 𝜎∗ that realizes (𝑋,RF), under the
respective memory model. Our algorithms for VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf operate by constructing traces
𝜎 such that if (𝑋,RF) is realizable, then 𝜎 is a witness prefix that can be extended with the remaining
events and finally realize (𝑋,RF).
Throughout, we assume wlog that whenever RF(r) = (wB,wM) with thr(r) = thr(wB), then
wB is the last buffer-write on var(wB) before r in their respective thread. Clearly, if this condition
does not hold, then the corresponding pair (𝑋,RF) is not realizable in TSO nor PSO.
4.1 Verifying TSO Executions
In this section we establish Theorem 3.1, i.e., we present an algorithm VerifyTSO that solves
VTSO-rf in𝑂 (𝑘 ·𝑛𝑘+1) time. The algorithm relies crucially on the notion of TSO-executable events,
defined below. Throughout this section we consider fixed an instance (𝑋,RF) of VTSO-rf, and all
traces 𝜎 considered in this section are such that E(𝜎) ⊆ 𝑋 .
TSO-executable events. Consider a trace 𝜎 . An event 𝑒 ∈ 𝑋 \ E(𝜎) is TSO-executable (or
executable for short) in 𝜎 if E(𝜎) ∪ {𝑒} is a lower set of (𝑋, PO) and the following conditions hold.
(1) If 𝑒 is a read event r, let RF(r) = (wB,wM). If thr(r) ≠ thr(wM), then wM ∈ 𝜎 .
(2) If 𝑒 is a memory-write event wM then the following hold.
(a) Variable var(wM) is not held in 𝜎 .
(b) Let r ∈ R(𝑋 ) be an arbitrary read with RF(r) = (wB,wM) and thr(r) ≠ thr(wM). For each
two-phase write (wB′,wM′) with var(r) = var(wB′) and wB′ <PO r, we have wM
′ ∈ 𝜎 .












(a) The reads r1 and r4 are TSO-executable.
The read r2 is not TSO-executable, because
E(𝜎) ∪ {r2} is not a lower set; neither is the




















(b) The memory-write wM4 is TSO-executable. The other
memory-writes are not; E(𝜎) ∪ {wM3} is not a lower set,
forwM5 resp.wM6, the blue dotted arrows show the events
that they have to wait for, because of Item 2a resp. Item 2b
(some buffer-writes are not displayed here for brevity).
Fig. 2. TSO-executability. The already executed events (i.e., E(𝜎)) are in the gray zone, the remaining events
are outside the gray zone. The buffer threads are gray and thin, the main threads are black and thick.
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Intuitively, the conditions of executable events ensure that executing an event does not immedi-
ately create an invalid witness prefix. The lower-set condition ensures that the program order PO
is respected. This is a sufficient condition for a buffer-write or a fence (in particular, for a fence
this implies that the respective buffer is currently empty). The extra condition for a read ensures
that its reads-from constraint is satisfied. The extra conditions for a memory-write prevent it from
causing some reads-from constraint to become unsatisfiable.
Figure 2 illustrates the notion of TSO-executability on several examples. Observe that if 𝜎 is
a valid trace, extending 𝜎 with an executable event (i.e., 𝜎 ◦ 𝑒) also yields a valid trace that is
well-formed, as, by definition, E(𝜎) ∪ {𝑒} is a lower set of (𝑋, PO).
Algorithm VerifyTSO. We are now ready to describe our algorithm VerifyTSO for the problem
VTSO-rf. At a high level, the algorithm enumerates all lower sets of (W𝑀 (𝑋 ), PO) by constructing
a trace 𝜎 withW𝑀 (𝜎) = 𝑌 for every lower set 𝑌 of (W𝑀 (𝑋 ), PO). The crux of the algorithm is to
maintain the following. Each constructed trace 𝜎 is maximal in the set of thread events, among
all witness prefixes with the same set of memory-writes. That is, for every witness prefix 𝜎 ′ with
W𝑀 (𝜎 ′) =W𝑀 (𝜎), we have that L(𝜎) ⊇ L(𝜎 ′). Thus, the algorithm will only explore 𝑛𝑘 traces,
as opposed to 𝑛2·𝑘 from a naive enumeration of all lower sets of (𝑋, PO).
The formal description of VerifyTSO is in Algorithm 1. The algorithm maintains a worklist S
of prefixes and a set Done of already-explored lower sets of (W𝑀 (𝑋 ), PO). In each iteration, the
Line 4 loop makes the prefix maximal in the thread events, then Line 6 checks if we are done,
otherwise the loop in Line 7 enumerates the executable memory-writes to extend the prefix with.
Algorithm 1: VerifyTSO
Input: An event set 𝑋 and a reads-from function RF : R(𝑋 ) →W(𝑋 )
Output: A witness 𝜎 that realizes (𝑋,RF) if (𝑋,RF) is realizable under TSO, else ⊥
1 S ← {𝜖}; Done← {∅}
2 while S ≠ ∅ do
3 Extract a trace 𝜎 from S
4 while ∃ thread event 𝑒 TSO-executable in 𝜎 do
5 𝜎 ← 𝜎 ◦ 𝑒 // Execute the thread event 𝑒
6 if E(𝜎) = 𝑋 then return 𝜎 // Witness found
7 foreach memory-write wM that is TSO-executable in 𝜎 do
8 𝜎wM ← 𝜎 ◦wM // Execute wM
9 if ∄𝜎 ′ ∈ Done s.t.W𝑀 (𝜎wM) =W
𝑀 (𝜎 ′) then
10 Insert 𝜎wM in S and in Done // Continue from 𝜎wM
11 return ⊥
We now provide the insights behind the correctness of VerifyTSO. The correctness proof has
two components: (i) soundness and (ii) completeness, which we present below.
Soundness. The soundness follows directly from the definition of TSO-executable events. In
particular, when the algorithm extends a trace 𝜎 with a read r, where RF(r) = (wB,wM), the
following hold.
(1) If thr(r) ≠ thr(wB), then wM ∈ 𝜎 , since r became executable. Moreover, when wM appeared in
𝜎 , the variable 𝑥 = var(wM) became held by wM, and remained held at least until the current
step where r is executed. Hence, no other memory-write wM′ with var(wM′) = 𝑥 could have
become executable in the meantime, to violate the observation of r. Moreover, r cannot read-from
a local buffer write wB′ with var(wB′) = 𝑥 , as by definition, when wM became executable, all
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buffer-writes on 𝑥 that are local to r and precede r must have been flushed to the main memory
(i.e., wM′ must have also appeared in the trace).
(2) If thr(r) = thr(wB), then either wM has not appeared already in 𝜎 , in which case r reads-from
wB from its local buffer, or wM has appeared in the trace and held its variable until r is executed,
as in the previous item.
Completeness. Let 𝜎 ′ be an arbitrary witness prefix, VerifyTSO constructs a trace 𝜎 such that
W𝑀 (𝜎) =W𝑀 (𝜎 ′) and L(𝜎) ⊇ L(𝜎 ′). This is because VerifyTSO constructs for every lower set
𝑌 of (W𝑀 (𝑋 ), PO) a single representative trace 𝜎 withW𝑀 (𝜎) = 𝑌 . The key is to make 𝜎 maximal
on the thread events, i.e., L(𝜎) ⊇ L(𝜎 ′) for any witness prefix 𝜎 ′ withW𝑀 (𝜎 ′) =W𝑀 (𝜎), and
thus any memory-write wM that is executable in 𝜎 ′ is also executable in 𝜎 .
We now present the above insight in detail. Indeed, if wM is not executable in 𝜎 , one of the
following holds. Let var(wM) = 𝑥 .
(1) 𝑥 is already held in 𝜎 . But sinceW𝑀 (𝜎 ′) =W𝑀 (𝜎) and any read of 𝜎 ′ also appears in 𝜎 , the
variable 𝑥 is also held in 𝜎 ′, thus wM is not executable in 𝜎 ′ either.
(2) There is a later read r ∉ 𝜎 that must read-from wM, but r is preceded by a local write (wB′,wM′)
(i.e., wB′ <PO r) also on 𝑥 , for which wM
′
∉ 𝜎 . Since L(𝜎) ⊇ L(𝜎 ′), we have r ∉ 𝜎 ′, and as
W𝑀 (𝜎 ′) =W𝑀 (𝜎), also wM′ ∉ 𝜎 ′. Thus wM is also not executable in 𝜎 ′.
The final insight is on how the algorithm maintains the maximality invariant as it extends 𝜎 with
new events. This holds because read events become executable as soon as their corresponding
remote observation wM appears in the trace, and hence all such reads are executable for a given
lower set of (W𝑀 (𝑋 ), PO). All other thread events are executable without any further conditions.
Figure 3 illustrates the intuition behind the maximality invariant. The following lemma states the
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Fig. 3. VerifyTSO maximality in-
variant. The gray zone shows the
events of some witness prefix 𝜎 ′; the
lighter gray shows the events of the
corresponding trace 𝜎 , constructed
by the algorithm, which is maxi-
mal on thread events. Yellow writes
(wM2 and wM4) are those that are
TSO-executable in 𝜎 but not in 𝜎 ′.
Green writes (wM3) and red writes
(wM5) are TSO-executable and non
TSO-executable, respectively.
Lemma 4.1. (𝑋,RF) is realizable under TSO iff VerifyTSO returns a trace 𝜎 ≠ 𝜖 .
4.2 Verifying PSO Executions
In this section we show Theorem 3.2, i.e., we present an algorithm VerifyPSO that solves VPSO-rf
in 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1 · min(𝑛𝑘 · (𝑘−1) , 2𝑘 ·𝑑 )) time, while the bound becomes 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1) when there are no
fences. Similarly to the case of TSO, the algorithm relies on the notion of PSO-executable events,
defined below. We first introduce some relevant notation that makes our presentation simpler.
Spurious and pending writes. Consider a trace 𝜎 with E(𝜎) ⊆ 𝑋 . A memory-write wM ∈
W𝑀 (𝑋 ) is called spurious in 𝜎 if the following conditions hold.
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(1) There is no read r ∈ R(𝑋 ) \ 𝜎 with RF(r) = (_,wM)
(informally, no remaining read wants to read-from wM).
(2) If wM ∈ 𝜎 , then for every read r ∈ 𝜎 with RF𝜎 (r) = (_,wM) we have r <𝜎 wM
(informally, reads in 𝜎 that read-from this write read it from the local buffer).
Note that if wM is a spurious memory-write in 𝜎 then wM is spurious in all extensions of 𝜎 . We
denote by SW𝑀 (𝜎) the set of memory-writes of 𝜎 that are spurious in 𝜎 . A memory-write wM
is pending in 𝜎 if wB ∈ 𝜎 and wM ∉ 𝜎 , where wB is the corresponding buffer-write of wM. We
denote by PW𝑀 (𝜎, thr) the set of all pending memory-writes wM in 𝜎 with thr(wM) = thr. See
Figure 4 for an intuitive illustration of spurious and pending memory-writes.













(a) Linearization wherewM1 is spurious. The table shows
the spurious and pending writes after each step.




(b) Linearization wherewM1 is not spurious;
here RF𝜎 (r1) = (_,wM1) and wM1 <𝜎 r1.
Fig. 4. Illustration of spurious and pending writes.
PSO-executable events. Similarly to the case of VTSO-rf, we define the notion of PSO-
executable events (executable for short). An event 𝑒 ∈ 𝑋 \ E(𝜎) is PSO-executable in 𝜎 if the
following conditions hold.
(1) If 𝑒 is a buffer-write or a memory-write, then the same conditions apply as for TSO-executable.
(2) If 𝑒 is a fence fnc, then every pending memory-write from thr(fnc) is PSO-executable in 𝜎 ,
and these memory-writes together with fnc and E(𝜎) form a lower set of (𝑋, PO).
(3) If 𝑒 is a read r, let RF(r) = (wB,wM). We have wB ∈ 𝜎 , and the following conditions.
(a) if thr(r) = thr(wB), then E(𝜎) ∪ {r} is a lower set of (𝑋, PO).
(b) if thr(r) ≠ thr(wB), then E(𝜎) ∪ {wM, r} is a lower set of (𝑋, PO)
and further either wM ∈ 𝜎 or wM is PSO-executable in 𝜎 .
Figure 5 illustrates several examples of PSO-(un)executable events. Similarly to the case of TSO,
the PSO-executable conditions ensure that we do not execute events creating an invalid witness
prefix. The executability conditions for PSO are different (e.g., there are extra conditions for a
fence), since our approach for VPSO-rf fundamentally differs from the approach for VTSO-rf.
𝜌2𝜌 ′2 (𝑥) 𝜌
′

















Fig. 5. PSO-executability. The green events are PSO-executable; the red events are not. The memory-write
wM2 (𝑥) is executable, and thus so are r1 (𝑥) and fnc1. The memory-write wM3 (𝑦) is not executable, as the
variable 𝑦 is held by wM1 (𝑦) until r2 (𝑦) is executed. Consequently, fnc2 and r3 (𝑦) are not executable.
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Fence maps. We define a fence map as a function FMap𝜎 : Threads×Threads→ [𝑛] as follows.
First, FMap𝜎 (thr, thr) = 0 for all thr ∈Threads. In addition, if thr does not have a fence unexecuted
in 𝜎 (i.e., a fence fnc ∈ (𝑋thr \ E(𝜎))), then FMap𝜎 (thr, thr
′) = 0 for all thr′ ∈Threads. Otherwise,
consider the set of all reads 𝐴thr,thr′ such that every r ∈ 𝐴thr,thr′ with RF(r) = (wB,wM) satisfies
the following conditions.
(1) thr(r) = thr′ and r ∉ 𝜎 .
(2) thr(wB) ∉ {thr, thr′}, and var(r) is held by wM in 𝜎 , and there is a pending memory write wM′
in 𝜎 with thr(wM′) = thr and var(wM′) = var(r).
If 𝐴thr,thr′ = ∅ then we let FMap𝜎 (thr, thr
′) = 0, otherwise FMap𝜎 (thr, thr
′) is the largest index
of a read in 𝐴thr,thr′ . Given two traces 𝜎1, 𝜎2, FMap𝜎1 ≤ FMap𝜎2 denotes that FMap𝜎1 (thr, thr
′) ≤
FMap𝜎2 (thr, thr
′) for all thr, thr′ ∈ [𝑘].
The intuition behind fence maps is as follows. Given a trace 𝜎 , the index FMap𝜎 (thr, thr
′) points
to the latest (wrt PO) read r of thr′ that must be executed in any extension of 𝜎 before thr can
execute its next fence. This occurs because the following hold in 𝜎 .
(1) The variable var(r) is held by the memory-write wM ∈ 𝜎 with RF(r) = (_,wM).
(2) Thread thr has executed some buffer-write wB′ ∈ 𝜎 with var(wB′) = var(r) = var(wM), but the
corresponding memory-write wM′ has not yet been executed in 𝜎 . Hence, thr cannot flush its
buffers in any extension of 𝜎 that does not contain r (as wM′ will not become executable until r
gets executed).
The following lemmas state two key monotonicity properties of fence maps.
Lemma 4.2. Consider two witness prefixes 𝜎1, 𝜎2 such that 𝜎2 = 𝜎1 ◦wM for some memory-write
wM executable in 𝜎1. We have FMap𝜎1 ≤ FMap𝜎2 . Moreover, if wM is a spurious memory-write in 𝜎1,
then FMap𝜎1 = FMap𝜎2 .
Lemma 4.3. Consider twowitness prefixes𝜎1, 𝜎2 such that (i)L(𝜎1) = L(𝜎2), (ii) FMap𝜎1 ≤ FMap𝜎2 ,
and (iii)W𝑀 (𝜎1) \ SW
𝑀 (𝜎1) ⊆ W
𝑀 (𝜎2). Let 𝑒 ∈ L(𝑋 ) be a thread event that is executable in 𝜎𝑖
for each 𝑖 ∈ [2], and let 𝜎 ′𝑖 = 𝜎𝑖 ◦ 𝑒 , for each 𝑖 ∈ [2]. Then FMap𝜎′1
≤ FMap𝜎′2
.
Note that there exist in total at most 𝑛𝑘 ·𝑘 different fence maps. Further, the following lemma
gives a bound on the number of different fence maps among witness prefixes that contain the same
thread events.
Lemma 4.4. Let 𝑑 be the number of variables. There exist at most 2𝑘 ·𝑑 distinct witness prefixes 𝜎1, 𝜎2
such that L(𝜎1) = L(𝜎2) and FMap𝜎1 ≠ FMap𝜎2 .
Algorithm VerifyPSO. We are now ready to describe our algorithm VerifyPSO for the problem
VPSO-rf. In high level, the algorithm enumerates all lower sets of (L(𝑋 ), PO), i.e., the lower sets
of the thread events. The crux of the algorithm is to guarantee that for every witness-prefix 𝜎 ′, the
algorithm constructs a trace 𝜎 such that (i) L(𝜎) = L(𝜎 ′), (ii)W𝑀 (𝜎) \ SW𝑀 (𝜎) ⊆ W𝑀 (𝜎 ′),
and (iii) FMap𝜎 ≤ FMap𝜎′ . To achieve this, for a given lower set 𝑌 of (L(𝑋 ), PO), the algorithm
examines at most as many traces 𝜎 with L(𝜎) = 𝑌 as the number of different fence maps of witness
prefixes with the same set of thread events. Hence, the algorithm examines significantly fewer
traces than the 𝑛𝑘 · (𝑑+1) lower sets of (𝑋, PO).
Algorithm 2 presents a formal description of VerifyPSO. The algorithm maintains a worklist S
of prefixes, and a set Done of explored pairs ł(thread events, fence map)ž. Consider an iteration
of the main loop in Line 2. First in the loop of Line 4 all spurious executable memory-writes are
executed. Then Line 6 checks whether the witness is complete. In case it is not complete, the loop
in Line 7 enumerates the possibilities to extend with a thread event. Crucially, the condition in
Line 16 ensures that there are no duplicates with the same pair ł(thread events, fence map)ž.
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Algorithm 2: VerifyPSO
Input: An event set 𝑋 and a reads-from function RF : R(𝑋 ) →W(𝑋 )
Output: A witness 𝜎 that realizes (𝑋,RF) if (𝑋,RF) is realizable under PSO, else 𝜎 = ⊥
1 S ← {𝜖}; Done← {∅}
2 while S ≠ ∅ do
3 Extract a trace 𝜎 from S
4 while ∃ spurious wM PSO-executable in 𝜎 do
5 𝜎 ← 𝜎 ◦wM // Flush spurious memory-write wM
6 if E(𝜎) = 𝑋 then return 𝜎 // Witness found
7 foreach thread event 𝑒 PSO-executable in 𝜎 do
8 Let 𝜎𝑒 ← 𝜎
9 if 𝑒 is a read event with RF(r) = (wB,wM) then
10 if thr(r) ≠ thr(wB) and wM ∉ 𝜎𝑒 then
11 𝜎𝑒 ← 𝜎𝑒 ◦wM // Execute the reads-from of 𝑒
12 else if 𝑒 is a fence event then
13 Let 𝜇 ← any linearization of (PW𝑀 (𝜎, thr(𝑒)), PO)
14 𝜎𝑒 ← 𝜎𝑒 ◦ 𝜇 // Execute pending memory writes
15 𝜎𝑒 ← 𝜎𝑒 ◦ 𝑒 // Finally, execute 𝑒
16 if ∄𝜎 ′ ∈ Done s.t. L(𝜎𝑒 ) = L(𝜎
′) and FMap𝜎𝑒 = FMap𝜎′ then
17 Insert 𝜎𝑒 in S and in Done // Continue from 𝜎𝑒
18 return ⊥
Soundness. The soundness of VerifyPSO follows directly from the definition of PSO-executable
events, and is similar to the case of VerifyTSO.
Completeness. For each witness prefix 𝜎 ′, algorithm VerifyPSO generates a trace 𝜎 with
(i) L(𝜎) = L(𝜎 ′), (ii)W𝑀 (𝜎) \ SW𝑀 (𝜎) ⊆ W𝑀 (𝜎 ′), and (iii) FMap𝜎 ≤ FMap𝜎′ . This fact
directly implies completeness, and it is achieved by the following key invariant. Consider that the
algorithm has constructed a trace 𝜎 , and is attempting to extend 𝜎 with a thread event 𝑒 . Further,
let 𝜎 ′ be an arbitrary witness prefix with (i) L(𝜎) = L(𝜎 ′), (ii)W𝑀 (𝜎) \ SW𝑀 (𝜎) ⊆ W𝑀 (𝜎 ′),
and (iii) FMap𝜎 ≤ FMap𝜎′ . If 𝜎
′ can be extended so that the next thread event is 𝑒 , then 𝑒 is also
executable in 𝜎 , and (by Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3) the extension of 𝜎 with 𝑒 maintains the
invariant. In Figure 6 we provide an intuitive illustration of the completeness idea.
We now prove the argument in detail for the above 𝜎 , 𝜎 ′ and thread event 𝑒 . Assume that 𝜎 ′◦𝜅 ◦𝑒
is a witness prefix as well, for a sequence of memory-writes 𝜅. Consider the following cases.
(1) If 𝑒 is a read event, let w = (wB,wM) = RF(𝑒). If it is a local write (i.e., thr(w) = thr(𝑒)),
necessarily wB ∈ 𝜎 ′ ◦ 𝜅, and since the traces agree on thread events, we have wB ∈ 𝜎 ; thus
𝑒 is executable in 𝜎 . Otherwise, w is a remote write (i.e., thr(w) ≠ thr(𝑒)). Assume towards
contradiction that 𝑒 is not executable in 𝜎 ; this can happen in two cases.
In the first case, the variable 𝑥 = var(𝑒) is held by another (non-spurious) memory-write wM′
in 𝜎 . SinceW𝑀 (𝜎) \ SW𝑀 (𝜎) ⊆ W𝑀 (𝜎 ′), and L(𝜎) = L(𝜎 ′), the variable 𝑥 is also held by
wM′ in 𝜎 ′ ◦ 𝜅. But then, both wM and wM′ hold 𝑥 in 𝜎 ′ ◦ 𝜅, a contradiction.
In the second case, there is a write (wB′,wM′) with var(wM′) = var(𝑒) and wB′ <PO 𝑒 and
wM′ ∉ 𝜎 . If wM′ ∉ 𝜎 ′ ◦𝜅 , then 𝑒 would read-from wB′ from the buffer in 𝜎 ′ ◦𝜅 ◦𝑒 , contradicting
RF(𝑒) = (_,wM). Thus wM′ ∈ 𝜎 ′ ◦ 𝜅, and further wM ∈ 𝜎 ′ ◦ 𝜅 with wM′ <𝜎′◦𝜅 wM. Since
𝜎 ′ ◦ 𝜅 ◦ 𝑒 is a witness prefix and wB′ <PO 𝑒 , we have wB
′ ∈ 𝜎 ′. From this and L(𝜎) = L(𝜎 ′)
we have that wB′ ∈ 𝜎 and wM′ is pending in 𝜎 . This together gives us that wM′ is spurious
in 𝜎 . Consider the earliest memory-write pending in 𝜎 on the same buffer (i.e., thr(wM′) and
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Fig. 6. VerifyPSO completeness idea. Consider the witness prefix 𝜎 ′ (lighter gray) and the corresponding
trace 𝜎 constructed by the algorithm (darker gray). The fence fnc1 is PSO-executable in 𝜎 but not in 𝜎
′,
since in the latter, thr(fnc1) has non-empty buffers, but the variables 𝑥 and 𝑦 are held by wM1 and wM2,
respectively. This is equivalent to waiting until after r1 and r2 have been executed. Since executing r2 implies
having executed r1, the fence map FMap𝜎′ (thr3, thr2) compresses this information by only pointing to r2.
var(wM′)), denote it wM′′. We have that wM′′ ≤PO wM
′ and wM′′ is spurious in 𝜎 . Further,
wM′′ is executable in 𝜎 . But then it would have been added to 𝜎 in the while loop of Line 4, a
contradiction.
(2) Assume that 𝑒 is a fence event, and let wM1, . . . ,wM𝑗 be the pending memory-writes of thr(𝑒) in
𝜎 . Suppose towards contradiction that 𝑒 is not executable. Then one of the wM𝑖 is not executable,
let 𝑥 = var(wM𝑖 ). Similarly to the above, there can be two cases where this might happen.
The first case is when wM𝑖 must be read-from by some read event r ∉ 𝜎 , but r is preceded by a
local write (wB,wM) (i.e., wB <PO r) on the same variable 𝑥 while wM ∉ 𝜎 . A similar analysis
to the previous case shows that the earliest pending write on thr(wM) for variable 𝑥 is spurious,
and thus already added to 𝜎 due to the while loop in Line 4, a contradiction.
The second case is when the variable 𝑥 is held in 𝜎 . Since FMap𝜎 ≤ FMap𝜎′ , the variable 𝑥 is also
held in 𝜎 ′, and thus wM𝑖 is not executable in 𝜎
′ either. But then 𝜎 ′ ◦ 𝜅 ◦ 𝑒 cannot be a witness
prefix, a contradiction.
The following lemma states the correctness of VerifyPSO, which together with the complexity
argument establishes Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 4.5. (𝑋,RF) is realizable under PSO iff VerifyPSO returns a trace 𝜎 ≠ 𝜖 .
We conclude this section with some insights on the relationship between VTSO-rf and VPSO-rf.
Relation between TSO and PSO verification. In high level, TSO might be perceived as a
special case of PSO, where every thread is equipped with one buffer (TSO) as opposed to one
buffer per global variable (PSO). However, the communication patterns between TSO and PSO are
drastically different. As a result, our algorithm VerifyPSO is not applicable to TSO, and we do not
see an extension of VerifyTSO for handling PSO efficiently. In particular, the minimal strategy of
VerifyPSO on memory-writes is based on the following observation: for a read r observing a remote
memory-write wM, it always suffices to execute wM exactly before executing r (unless wM has
already been executed). This holds because the corresponding buffer contains memory-writes only
on the same variable, and thus all such memory-writes that precede wM cannot be read-from by
any subsequent read. This property does not hold for TSO: as there is a single buffer, wM might be
executed as a result of flushing the buffer of thread thr(wM) to make another memory-write wM′
visible, on a different variable than var(wM), and thus wM′ might be observable by a subsequent
read. Hence the minimal strategy of VerifyPSO on memory-writes does not apply to TSO. On the
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other hand, the maximal strategy of VerifyTSO is not effective for PSO, as it requires enumerating
all lower sets of (W𝑀 (𝑋 ),RF), which are 𝑛𝑘 ·𝑑 many in PSO (where 𝑑 is the number of variables),
and thus this leads to worse bounds than the ones we achieve in Theorem 3.2.
4.3 Closure for VerifyTSO and VerifyPSO
In this section we introduce closure, a practical heuristic to efficiently detect whether a given
instance (𝑋,RF) of the verification problem VTSO-rf resp. VPSO-rf is unrealizable. Closure is
sound, meaning that a realizable instance (𝑋,RF) is never declared unrealizable by closure. Further,
closure is not complete, which means there exist unrealizable instances (𝑋,RF) not detected as
such by closure. Finally, closure can be computed in time polynomial with respect to the number of
events (i.e., size of 𝑋 ), irrespective of the underlying number of threads and variables.
Given an instance (𝑋,RF), any solution of VTSO-rf/VPSO-rf (𝑋,RF) respects PO|𝑋 , i.e., the
program order upon 𝑋 . Closure constructs the weakest partial order 𝑃 (𝑋 ) that refines the program
order (i.e., 𝑃 ⊑ PO|𝑋 ) and further satisfies for each read r ∈ R(𝑋 ) with RF(r) = (wB,wM):
(1) If thr(r) ≠ thr(RF(r)), then (i) wM <𝑃 r and (ii) wM <𝑃 wM for any (wB,wM) ∈ W(𝑋thr(r) )
such that wM Z r and wB <PO r.
(2) For any wM ∈ W𝑀 (𝑋≠thr(r) ) such that wM Z r and wM ≠ wM, wM <𝑃 r implies wM <𝑃 wM.
(3) For any wM ∈ W𝑀 (𝑋≠thr(r) ) such that wM Z r and wM ≠ wM, wM <𝑃 wM implies r <𝑃 wM.
If no above 𝑃 exists, the instance VTSO-rf/VPSO-rf (𝑋,RF) provably has no solution. In case 𝑃
exists, each solution 𝜎 of VTSO-rf/VPSO-rf (𝑋,RF) provably respects 𝑃 (formally, 𝜎 ⊑ 𝑃 ).









(a) Rule Item 1. Both new order-
ings are necessary, as a reversal of
either of them would łhidež wM
from r, making it impossible for r
to read-from (wB,wM).









(b) Rule Item 2. The new or-
dering is necessary; its reversal
would make wM appear between
(wB,wM) and r, making it impos-
sible for r to read-from (wB,wM).









(c) Rule Item 3. The new or-
dering is necessary; its reversal
would make wM appear between
(wB,wM) and r, making it impos-
sible for r to read-from (wB,wM).
Fig. 7. Illustration of the three closure rules. In each example, the read r has to read-from the write (wB,wM),
i.e., RF(r) = (wB,wM). All depicted events are on the same variable (which is omitted for clarity). The gray
solid edges illustrate orderings already present in the partial order, and the red dashed edges illustrate the
resulting new orderings enforced by the specific rule.
The intuition behind closure is as follows. The construction starts with the program order PO|𝑋 ,
and then, utilizing the above rules Item 1, Item 2 and Item 3, it iteratively adds further event
orderings such that every witness execution provably has to follow the orderings. Consequently,
if the added orderings induce a cycle, this serves as a proof that there exists no witness of the
input instance (𝑋,RF). The rules Item 1, Item 2 and Item 3 can intuitively be though of as simple
reasoning arguments why specific orderings have to be present in each witness of (𝑋,RF), and
Figure 7 provides an illustration of the rules.
We leverage the guarantees of closure by computing it before executing VerifyTSO resp.
VerifyPSO. If no closure 𝑃 of (𝑋,RF) exists, the algorithm VerifyTSO resp. VerifyPSO does not
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need to be executed at all, as we already know that (𝑋,RF) is unrealizable. Otherwise we obtain
the closure 𝑃 , we execute VerifyTSO/VerifyPSO to search for a witness of (𝑋,RF), and we restrict
VerifyTSO/VerifyPSO to only consider prefixes 𝜎 ′ respecting 𝑃 (formally, 𝜎 ′ ⊑ 𝑃 |E(𝜎 ′)), since we
know that each solution of VTSO-rf/VPSO-rf (𝑋,RF) has to respect 𝑃 .
The notion of closure, its beneficial properties, as well as construction algorithms are well-
studied for the SC memory model [Abdulla et al. 2019; Chalupa et al. 2017; Pavlogiannis 2019].
Our conditions above extend this notion to TSO and PSO. Moreover, the closure we introduce here
is complete for concurrent programs with two threads, i.e., if 𝑃 exists then there is a valid trace
realizing (𝑋,RF) under the respective memory model.
4.4 Verifying Executions with Atomic Primitives
For clarity of presentation of the core algorithmic concepts, we have thus far neglected more
involved atomic operations, namely atomic read-modify-write (RMW) and atomic compare-and-
swap (CAS). We show how our approach handles verification of TSO and PSO executions that also
include RMW and CAS operations here in a separate section. Importantly, our treatment retains
the complexity bounds established in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
Atomic instructions. We consider the concurrent program under the TSO resp. PSO memory
model, which can further atomically execute the following types of instructions.
(1) A read-modify-write instruction rmw executes atomically the following sequence. It (i) reads,
with respect to the TSO resp. PSO semantics, the value 𝑣 of a global variable 𝑥 ∈ G, then (ii) uses
𝑣 to compute a new value 𝑣 ′, and finally (iii) writes the new value 𝑣 ′ to the global variable 𝑥 . An
example of a typical rmw computation is fetch-and-add (resp. fetch-and-sub), where 𝑣 ′ = 𝑣 + 𝑐
for some positive (resp. negative) constant 𝑐 .
(2) A compare-and-swap instruction cas executes atomically the following sequence. It (i) reads,
with respect to the TSO resp. PSO semantics, the value 𝑣 of a global variable 𝑥 ∈ G, (ii) compares
it with a value 𝑐 , and (iii) if 𝑣 = 𝑐 then it writes a new value 𝑣 ′ to the global variable 𝑥 .
Each instruction of the above two types blocks (i.e., it cannot get executed) until the buffer of its
thread is empty (resp. all buffers of its thread are empty in PSO). Finally, the instruction specifies
the nature of its final write. This write is either enqueued into its respective buffer (to be dequeued
into shared memory at a later point), or it gets immediately flushed into the shared memory.
Atomic instructionsmodeling. In our approach we handle atomic RMWand CAS instructions
without introducing them as new event types. Instead, we model these instructions as sequences of
already considered events, i.e., reads, buffer-writes, memory-writes, and fences. We annotate some
events of an atomic instruction to constitute an atomic block, which intuitively indicates that the
event sequence of the atomic block cannot be interleaved with other events, thus respecting the
semantics of the instruction.
(1) A read-modify-write instruction rmw on a variable 𝑥 is modeled as a sequence of four events: (i)
a fence event, (ii) a read of 𝑥 , (iii) a buffer-write of 𝑥 , and (iv) a memory-write of 𝑥 . The read and
buffer-write events (ii)+(iii) are annotated as constituting an atomic block; in case the write of
rmw is specified to proceed immediately to the shared memory, the memory-write event (iv) is
also part of the atomic block.
(2) For a compare-and-swap instruction cas we consider separately the following two cases. A
successful cas (i.e., the write proceeds) is modeled the same way as a read-modify-write. A failed
cas (i.e., the write does not proceed) is modeled simply as a fence followed by a read, with no
atomic block.
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Executable atomic blocks. Here we describe the TSO- and PSO-executability conditions for
an atomic block. No further additions for executability are required, since no new event types are
introduced to handle RMW and CAS instructions.
Consider an instance (𝑋,RF) of VTSO-rf, and a trace 𝜎 with E(𝜎) ⊆ 𝑋 . An atomic block
containing a sequence of events 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 is TSO-executable in 𝜎 if:
(1) for each 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 we have that 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 \ E(𝜎), and
(2) for each 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 we have that 𝑒𝑖 is TSO-executable in 𝜎 ◦ 𝑒1...𝑒𝑖−1.
Intuitively, an atomic block is TSO-executable if it can be executed as a sequence at once (i.e.,
without other events interleaved), and the TSO-executable conditions of each event (i.e., a read or a
buffer-write or a memory-write or a fence) within the block are respected.
The PSO-executable conditions are analogous. Given an instance (𝑋,RF) of VPSO-rf and a trace
𝜎 with E(𝜎) ⊆ 𝑋 , an atomic block of events 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 is PSO-executable in 𝜎 if:
(1) for each 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 we have that 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 \ E(𝜎), and
(2) for each 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 we have that 𝑒𝑖 is PSO-executable in 𝜎 ◦ 𝑒1...𝑒𝑖−1.
Execution verification. Given the above executable conditions, the execution verification al-
gorithms VerifyTSO and VerifyPSO only require minor technical modifications to verify executions
including RMW and CAS instructions.
The core idea of the VerifyTSO resp. VerifyPSO modifications is to not extend prefixes with
single events that are part of some atomic block, and instead extend the atomic blocks fully. This
way, a lower set of (𝑋, PO) is considered only if for each atomic block, the block is either fully
present or fully not present in the lower set.
In VerifyTSO (Algorithm 1), in Line 4 we further consider each TSO-executable atomic block
𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 not containing any memory-write event, and then in Line 5 we extend the prefix with the
entire atomic block, i.e., 𝜎 ← 𝜎◦𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 . Further, in Line 7 we further consider each TSO-executable
atomic block 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 containing a memory-write event, and in Line 8 we then extend the prefix
with the whole atomic block, i.e., 𝜎 ← 𝜎 ◦ 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 .
In VerifyPSO (Algorithm 2), in the loop of Line 7 we further consider each PSO-executable atomic
block. Consider a fixed iteration of this loop with an atomic block 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 . The first event of the
atomic block 𝑒1 is a read, thus the condition in Line 9 is evaluated true with 𝑒1 and the control flow
moves to Line 10. Later, the condition in Line 12 is evaluated false (since 𝑒1 is a read). Finally, in
Line 15 the prefix is extended with the whole atomic block, i.e., 𝜎𝑒 ← 𝜎𝑒 ◦ 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 .
For VerifyTSO the argument of maintaining maximality in the set of thread events applies also
in the presence of RMW and CAS, and thus the bound of Theorem 3.1 is retained. Similarly, for
VerifyPSO the enumeration of fence maps and the maximality in the spurious writes is preserved
also with RMW and CAS, and hence the bound of Theorem 3.2 holds.
Closure. When verifying executions with RMW and CAS instructions, while the closure retains
its guarantees as is, it can more effectively detect unrealizable instances with additional rules.
Specifically, the closure 𝑃 of (𝑋,RF) satisfies the rules 1ś3 described in Section 4.3, and additionally,
given an event 𝑒 and an atomic block 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 𝑗 , 𝑃 satisfies the following.
(4) If 𝑒𝑖 <𝑃 𝑒 for any 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 , then 𝑒 𝑗 <𝑃 𝑒 (i.e., if some part of the block is before 𝑒 then the entire
block is before 𝑒).
(5) If 𝑒 <𝑃 𝑒𝑖 for any 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 , then 𝑒 <𝑃 𝑒1 (i.e., if 𝑒 is before some part of the block then 𝑒 is before
the entire block).
5 READS-FROM SMC FOR TSO AND PSO
In this section we present RF-SMC, an exploration-optimal reads-from SMC algorithm for TSO and
PSO. The algorithm RF-SMC is based on the reads-from algorithm for SC [Abdulla et al. 2019], and
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adapted in this work to handle the relaxed memory models TSO and PSO. The algorithm uses as
subroutines VerifyTSO (resp. VerifyPSO) to decide whether any given class of the RF partitioning
is consistent under the TSO (resp. PSO) semantics.
RF-SMC is a recursive algorithm, each call of RF-SMC is argumented by a tuple (𝜏,RF, 𝜎,mrk)
where the following points hold:
• 𝜏 is a sequence of thread events. Let 𝑋 denote the set of events of 𝜏 together with their memory-
write counterparts, formally 𝑋 = E(𝜏) ∪ {wM : ∃(wB,wM) ∈ W such that wB ∈ W𝐵 (𝜏)}.
• RF : R(𝑋 ) →W(𝑋 ) is a desired reads-from function.
• 𝜎 is a concrete valid trace that is a witness of (𝑋,RF), i.e., E(𝜎) = 𝑋 and RF𝜎 = RF.
• mrk ⊆ R(𝜏) is a set of reads that are marked to be committed to the source they read-from in 𝜎 .
Further, a globally accessible set of schedule sets called schedules is maintained throughout the
recursion. The schedules set is initialized empty (schedules = ∅) and the initial call of the algorithm
is argumented with empty sequences and sets Ð RF-SMC(𝜖, ∅, 𝜖, ∅).
Algorithm 3: RF-SMC(𝜏,RF, 𝜎,mrk)
Input: Sequence 𝜏 , desired reads-from RF, valid trace 𝜎 such that RF𝜎 = RF, marked reads mrk.
1 𝜎 ← 𝜎 ◦ 𝜎 where 𝜎 is an arbitrary maximal extension of 𝜎 // Maximally extend trace 𝜎
2 𝜏 ← 𝜏 ◦ 𝜎 |L(𝜎) // Extend 𝜏 with the thread-events subsequence of the extension 𝜎
3 foreach r ∈ R(𝜎) do // Reads of the extension 𝜎
4 schedules(pre𝜏 (r)) ← ∅ // Initialize new schedule set
5 foreach r ∈ R(𝜏) \mrk do // Unmarked reads
6 𝑃 ← PO|E(𝜎) // Program order on all the events of 𝜎
7 foreach r′ ∈ R(𝜏) \ {r} with thr(r′) ≠ thr(RF𝜎 (r
′)) do // Different-thread-RF𝜎 reads except r
8 insert wM→ r′ into 𝑃 where RF𝜎 (r
′) = wM // Add the reads-from ordering into 𝑃
9 mutations← {(wB,wM) ∈ W(𝜎) | r Z wM} \ {RF𝜎 (r)} // All different writes r may read-from
10 if r ∉ R(𝜎) then // If r is not part of the extension then
11 mutations← mutations ∩W(𝜎) // Only consider writes of the extension
12 foreach (wB,wM) ∈ mutations do // Considered mutations
13 causesafter← {𝑒 ∈ E(𝜏) | r <𝜏 𝑒 and 𝑒 ≤𝑃 wB} // Causal past of wB after r in 𝜏
14 𝜏 ′ ← pre𝜏 (r) ◦ 𝜏 |causesafter // r-prefix followed by causesafter
15 𝑋 ′ ← E(𝜏 ′) ∪ {wM′ : (wB′,wM′) ∈ W(𝜎) and wB′ ∈ W𝐵 (𝜏 ′)} // Event set for this mutation
16 RF′ ← {(r′,RF𝜎 (r
′)) : r′ ∈ R(𝜏 ′) and r′ ≠ r} ∪ {(r, (wB,wM))} // Reads-from for this mutation
17 if (𝜏 ′,RF′, _, _) ∉ schedules(pre𝜏 (r)) then // If this is a new schedule
18 𝜎 ′ ←Witness(𝑋 ′,RF′) // VerifyTSO (Algorithm 1) or VerifyPSO (Algorithm 2)
19 if 𝜎 ′ ≠ ⊥ then // If the mutation is realizable
20 mrk′ ← (mrk ∩ R(𝜏 ′)) ∪ R(causesafter) // Reads in causesafter get newly marked
21 add (𝜏 ′,RF′, 𝜎 ′,mrk′) to schedules(pre𝜏 (r)) // Add the successful new schedule
22 foreach r̂ ∈ R(𝜎) in the reverse order of <𝜎 do // Extension reads starting from the end
23 foreach (𝜏 ′,RF′, 𝜎 ′,mrk′) ∈ schedules(pre𝜏 (̂r)) do // Collected schedules mutating r̂
24 RF-SMC(𝜏 ′,RF′, 𝜎 ′,mrk′) // Recursive call on the schedule
25 delete schedules(pre𝜏 (̂r)) // This schedule set has been fully explored, hence it can be deleted
Algorithm 3 presents the pseudocode of RF-SMC. In each call of RF-SMC, a number of possible
changes (ormutations) of the desired reads-from function RF is proposed in iterations of the loop in
Line 5. Consider the read r of a fixed iteration of the Line 5 loop. First, in Lines 6ś8 a partial order
𝑃 is constructed to capture the causal past of write events. In Lines 9ś11 the set of mutations for r
is computed. Then in each iteration of the Line 12 loop a mutation is constructed (Lines 13ś16).
Here the partial order 𝑃 is utilized in Line 13 to help determine the event set of the mutation. The
constructed mutation, if deemed novel (checked in Line 17), is probed whether it is realizable (in
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Fig. 8. RF-SMC (Algorithm 3). The gray boxes represent individual calls to RF-SMC. The sequence of events
inside a gray box is the trace 𝜎 ; the part left of the | |-separator is 𝜎 (before extending), and to the right is
𝜎 (the extension). The red dashed arrows represent the reads-from function RF𝜎 . Each black solid arrow
represents a recursive call, where the arrow’s outgoing tail and label describes the corresponding mutation.
Line 18). In case it is realizable, it gets added into schedules in Line 21. After all the mutations
are proposed, then in Lines 22ś25 a number of recursive calls of RF-SMC is performed, and the
recursive RF-SMC calls are argumented by the specific schedules retrieved.
Figure 8 illustrates the run of RF-SMC on a simple concurrent program (the run is identical
under both TSO and PSO). An initial trace (A) is obtained where r1 (𝑦) reads-from the initial event
and r2 (𝑥) reads-from 𝑤1 (𝑥). Here two mutations are probed and both are realizable. In the first
mutation (B), r1 (𝑦) is mutated to read-from𝑤2 (𝑦) and r2 (𝑥) is not retained (since it appears after
r1 (𝑦) and it is not in the causal past of 𝑤2 (𝑦)). In the second mutation (C), r2 (𝑥) is mutated to
read-from the initial event and r1 (𝑦) is retained (since it appears before r2 (𝑥)) with initial event as
its reads-from. After both mutations are added to schedules, recursive calls are performed in the
reverse order of reads appearing in the trace, thus starting with (C). Here no mutations are probed
since there are no events in the extension, the algorithm backtracks to (A) and a recursive call to
(B) is performed. Here one mutation (D) is added, where r2 (𝑥) is mutated to read-from the initial
event and r1 (𝑦) is retained (it appears before r2 (𝑥)) with𝑤2 (𝑦) as its reads-from. The call to (D) is
performed and here no mutations are probed (there are no events in the extension). The algorithm
backtracks and concludes, exploring four RF partitioning classes in total.
RF-SMC is sound, complete and exploration-optimal, and we formally state this in Theorem 3.3.
Extension from SC to TSO and PSO. The fundamental challenge in extending the SC algorithm
of Abdulla et al. [2019] to TSO and PSO is verifying execution consistency for TSO and PSO, which
we address in Section 4 (Line 18 of Algorithm 3 calls our algorithms VerifyTSO and VerifyPSO).
The main remaining challenge is then to ensure that the exploration optimality is preserved. To
that end, we have to exclude certain events (in particular, memory-write events) from subsequences
and event subsets that guide the exploration of Algorithm 3. Specifically, the sequences 𝜏 , 𝜏 ′, and 𝜏
invariantly contain only the thread events, which is ensured in Line 2, Line 13 and Line 14, and
then in Line 15 the absent memory-writes are reintroduced. No such distinction is required under
SC.
Remark 1 (Handling locks and atomic primitives). For clarity of presentation, so far we
have neglected locks in our model. However, lock events can be naturally handled by our approach
as follows. We consider each lock-release event release as an atomic write event (i.e., its effects are
not deferred by a buffer but instead are instantly visible to each thread). Then, each lock-acquire
event acquire is considered as a read event that accesses the unique memory location.
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In SMC, we enumerate the reads-from functions that also consider locks, thus having constraints
of the form RF(acquire) = release. This treatment totally orders the critical sections of each lock,
which naturally solves all reads-from constraints of locks, and further ensures that no thread
acquires an already acquired (and so-far unreleased) lock. Therefore VerifyTSO/VerifyPSO need
not take additional care for locks. The approach to handle locks by Abdulla et al. [2019] directly
carries over to our exploration algorithm RF-SMC.
The atomic operations read-modify-write (RMW) and compare-and-swap (CAS) are modeled as
in Section 4.4, except for the fact that the atomic blocks are not necessary for SMC. Then RF-SMC
can handle programs with such operations as described by Abdulla et al. [2019]. In particular, the
modification of RF-SMC (Algorithm 3) to handle RMW and CAS operations is as follows.
Consider an iteration of the loop in Line 5 where r is the read-part of either a RMW or a successful
CAS, denoted 𝑒 , and let (wB′′,wM′′) = RF𝜎 (r). Then, in Line 9 we additionally consider as an extra
mutation each atomic instruction 𝑒 ′ satisfying:
(1) The read-part r′ of 𝑒 ′ reads-from the write-part (wB,wM) of 𝑒 (i.e., RF𝜎 (r
′) = (wB,wM)), and
(2) 𝑒 ′ is either a RMW, or it will be a successful CAS when it reads-from (wB′′,wM′′). In this case,
let (wB′,wM′) denote the write-part of 𝑒 ′.
When considering the above mutation in Line 12, we set RF′(r′) = (wB′′,wM′′) and RF′(r) =
(wB′,wM′) in Line 16, which intuitively aims to łreversež 𝑒 and 𝑒 ′ in the trace.
6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we report on an experimental evaluation of the consistency verification algorithms
VerifyTSO and VerifyPSO, as well as the reads-from SMC algorithm RF-SMC.We have implemented
our algorithms as an extension in Nidhugg [Abdulla et al. 2015], a state-of-the-art stateless model
checker for multithreaded C/C++ programs with pthreads library, operating on LLVM IR.
Benchmarks. For our experimental evaluation of both the consistency verification and SMC,
we consider 109 benchmarks coming from four different categories, namely: (i) SV-COMP bench-
marks, (ii) benchmarks from related papers and works [Abdulla et al. 2015, 2019; Chatterjee et al.
2019; Huang and Huang 2016], (iii) mutual-exclusion algorithms, and (iv) dynamic-programming
benchmarks of Chatterjee et al. [2019]. Although the consistency and SMC algorithms can be
extended to support atomic compare-and-swap and read-modify-write primitives (cf. Remark 1),
our current implementation does not support these primitives. Therefore, we used all benchmarks
without such primitives that we could obtain (e.g., we include every benchmark of the relevant SC
reads-from work [Abdulla et al. 2019] except the one benchmark with compare-and-swap). Each
benchmark comes with a scaling parameter, called the unroll bound, which controls the bound on
the number of iterations in all loops of the benchmark (and in some cases it further controls the
number of threads).
6.1 Experiments on Execution Verification for TSO and PSO
In this section we perform an experimental evaluation of our execution verification algorithms
VerifyTSO and VerifyPSO. For the purpose of comparison, we have also implemented within
Nidhugg the naive lower-set enumeration algorithm of Abdulla et al. [2019]; Biswas and Enea
[2019], extended to TSO and PSO. Intuitively, this approach enumerates all lower sets of the
program order restricted to the input event set, which yields a better complexity bound than
enumerating write-coherence orders (even with just one location). The extensions to TSO and PSO
are called NaiveVerifyTSO and NaiveVerifyPSO, respectively, and their worst-case complexity is
𝑛2·𝑘 and 𝑛𝑘 · (𝑑+1) , respectively (as discussed in Section 3). Further, for each of the above verification
algorithms, we consider two variants, namely, with and without the closure heuristic of Section 4.3.
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Setup. We evaluate the verification algorithms on execution consistency instances induced
during SMC of the benchmarks. For TSO we have collected 9400 instances, 1600 of which are
not realizable. For PSO we have collected 9250 instances, 1400 of which are not realizable. The
collection process is described in detail in Appendix C.1 of Bui et al. [2021]. For each instance, we
run the verification algorithms subject to a timeout of one minute, and we report the average time
achieved over 5 runs.
Below we present the results using logarithmically scaled plots, where the opaque and semi-
transparent red lines represent identity and an order-of-magnitude difference, respectively.
Results ś algorithms with closure. Here we evaluate the verification algorithms that execute
the closure as the preceding step. The plots in Figure 9 present the results for TSO and PSO.








































Fig. 9. Consistency verification comparison on TSO (left) and PSO (right) when using closure.
In TSO, our algorithm VerifyTSO is similar to or faster than NaiveVerifyTSO on the realizable
instances (blue dots), and the improvement is mostly within an order of magnitude. All unrealizable
instances (green dots) were detected as such by closure, and hence the closure-using VerifyTSO
and NaiveVerifyTSO coincide on these instances.
We make similar observations in PSO, where VerifyPSO is similar or superior to NaiveVerifyPSO
for the realizable instances, and the algorithms are indentical on the unrealizable instances, since
these are all detected as unrealizable by closure.














































Fig. 10. Consistency verification comparison on TSO (left) and PSO (right) without the closure.
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Results ś algorithms without closure. Here we evaluate the verification algorithms without
the closure. The plots in Figure 10 present the results for TSO and PSO.
In TSO, the algorithmVerifyTSO outperforms NaiveVerifyTSO onmost of the realizable instances
(blue dots). Further, VerifyTSO significantly outperforms NaiveVerifyTSO on the unrealizable in-
stances (green dots). This is because without closure, a verification algorithm can declare an instance
unrealizable only after an exhaustive exploration of its respective lower-set space. VerifyTSO ex-
plores a significantly smaller space compared to NaiveVerifyTSO, as outlined in Section 3.
Similar observations as above hold in PSO for the algorithms VerifyPSO and NaiveVerifyPSO
without closure, both for the realizable and the unrealizable instances.
Results ś effect of closure. Here we comment on the effect of closure for the verification
algorithms, in Appendix C.2 of Bui et al. [2021] we present the detailed analysis. Recall that closure
constructs a partial order that each witness has to satisfy, and declares an instance unrealizable
when it detects that the partial order cannot be constructed for this instance (we refer to Section 4.3
for details).
For each verification algorithm, its version without closure is faster on most instances that are
realizable (i.e., a witness exists). This means that the overhead of computing the closure typically
outweighs the consecutive benefit of the verification being guided by the partial order.
On the other hand, for each verification algorithm, its version with closure is significantly faster
on the unrealizable instances (i.e., no witness exists). This is because a verification algorithm has to
enumerate all its lower sets before declaring an instance unrealizable, and this is much slower than
the polynomial closure computation.
Results ś verification with atomic operations. Here we present additional experiments to
evaluate TSO verification algorithms VerifyTSO and NaiveVerifyTSO on executions containing
atomic operations read-modify-write (RMW) and compare-and-swap (CAS). To that end, we con-
sider 1088 verification instances (779 realizable and 309 not realizable) that arise during stateless
model checking of benchmarks containing RMW and CAS, namely:
• synthetic benchmarks casrot [Abdulla et al. 2019] and cinc [Kokologiannakis et al. 2019b],
• data structure benchmarks barrier, chase-lev, ms-queue and linuxrwlocks [Kokologiannakis
et al. 2019b; Norris and Demsky 2013], and











































Fig. 11. Consistency verification comparison of VerifyTSO and NaiveVerifyTSO with closure (left) and
without closure (right) on verification instances that contain RMW and CAS instructions.
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The results are presented in Figure 11. The left plot depicts the results for VerifyTSO and
NaiveVerifyTSO when closure is used as a preceding step. Here the results are all within an order-
of-magnitude difference, and they are identical for unrealizable instances, since all of them were
detected as unrealizable already by the closure. The right plot depicts the results for VerifyTSO and
NaiveVerifyTSO without using the closure. Here the difference for realizable instances is also within
an order of magnitude, but for some unrealizable instances the algorithm VerifyTSO is significantly
faster. Generally, the observed improvement of our VerifyTSO as compared to NaiveVerifyTSO is
somewhat smaller in Figure 11, which could be due to the fact that executions with RMW and
CAS instructions typically have fewer concurrent writes (indeed, in an execution where each write
event is a part of a RMW/CAS instruction, each conflicting pair of writes is inherently ordered
by the reads-from orderings together with PO). Finally, in Appendix C.2 of Bui et al. [2021] the
effect of closure is evaluated for both verification algorithms VerifyTSO and NaiveVerifyTSO on
instances with RMW and CAS.
6.2 Experiments on SMC for TSO and PSO
In this section we focus on assessing the advantages of utilizing the reads-from equivalence for
SMC in TSO and PSO. We have used RF-SMC for stateless model checking of 109 benchmarks
under each memory modelM ∈ {SC,TSO, PSO}, where SC is handled in our implementation as
TSO with a fence inserted after each thread event. Appendix C.3 of Bui et al. [2021] provides further
details on our SMC setup.
Comparison. As a baseline for comparison, we have also executed Source-DPOR [Abdulla et al.
2014], which is implemented in Nidhugg and explores the trace space using the partitioning based
on the ShashaśSnir equivalence. In SC, we have further executed rfsc, the Nidhugg implementation
of the reads-from SMC algorithm for SC by Abdulla et al. [2019], and the full comparison that
includes rfsc for SC is in Appendix C.4 of Bui et al. [2021]. Both rfsc and Source are well-optimized,
and recently started using advanced data-structures for SMC [Lång and Sagonas 2020]. The works
of Kokologiannakis et al. [2019b]; Kokologiannakis and Vafeiadis [2020] provide a general interface
for reads-from SMC in relaxed memory models. However, they handle a given memory model
assuming that an auxiliary consistency verification algorithm for that memory model is provided.
No such consistency algorithm for TSO or PSO is presented by Kokologiannakis et al. [2019b];
Kokologiannakis and Vafeiadis [2020], and, to our knowledge, the tool implementations of Kokolo-
giannakis et al. [2019b]; Kokologiannakis and Vafeiadis [2020] also lack a consistency algorithm for
both TSO and PSO. Thus these tools are not included in the evaluation.1
Evaluation objective. Our objective for the SMC evaluation is three-fold. First, we want to
quantify how each memory modelM ∈ {SC,TSO, PSO} impacts the size of the RF partitioning.
Second, we are interested to see whether, as compared to the baseline ShashaśSnir equivalence,
the RF equivalence leads to coarser partitionings for TSO and PSO, as it does for SC [Abdulla et al.
2019]. Finally, we want to determine whether a coarser RF partitioning leads to faster exploration.
Theorem 3.3 states that RF-SMC spends polynomial time per partitioning class, and we aim to see
whether this is a small polynomial in practice.
Results. We illustrate the obtained results with several scatter plots. Each plot compares two
algorithms executing under specified memory models. Then for each benchmark, we consider the
highest attempted unroll bound where both the compared algorithms finish before the one-hour
timeout. Green dots indicate that a trace reduction was achieved on the underlying benchmark
by the algorithm on the y-axis as compared to the algorithm on the x-axis. Benchmarks with no
1Another related work is MCR [Huang and Huang 2016], however, the corresponding tool operates on Java programs and
uses heavyweight SMT solvers that require fine tuning, and thus is beyond the experimental scope of this work.
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Fig. 12. Traces comparison as RF-SMC moves from SC to TSO (left) and from TSO to PSO (right).
trace reduction are represented by the blue dots. All scatter plots are in log scale, the opaque and
semi-transparent red lines represent identity and an order-of-magnitude difference, respectively.
The plots in Figure 12 illustrate how the size of the RF partitioning explored by RF-SMC changes
as we move to more relaxed memory models (SC to TSO to PSO). The plots in Figure 13 capture
how the size of the RF partitioning explored by RF-SMC relates to the size of the ShashaśSnir
partitioning explored by Source. Finally, the plots in Figure 14 demonstrate the time comparison of
RF-SMC and Source when there is some (green dots) or no (blue dots) RF-induced trace reduction.
Below we discuss the observations on the obtained results. Table 1 captures detailed results on
several benchmarks that we refer to as examples in the discussion.

















































Fig. 13. Traces comparison for RF-SMC and Source on the TSO (left) and PSO (right) memory model.
Discussion. We notice that the analysed programs can often exhibit additional behavior in
relaxed memory settings. This causes an increase in the size of the partitionings explored by SMC
algorithms (see 27_Boop4 in Table 1 as an example). Figure 12 illustrates the overall phenomenon for
RF-SMC, where the increase of the RF partitioning size (and hence the number of traces explored)
is sometimes beyond an order of magnitude when moving from SC to TSO, or from TSO to PSO.
We observe that across all memory models, the reads-from equivalence can offer significant
reduction in the trace partitioning as compared to ShashaśSnir equivalence. This leads to fewer
traces that need to be explored, see the plots of Figure 13. As we move towards more relaxed
memory (SC to TSO to PSO), the reduction of RF partitioning often becomes more prominent
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Fig. 14. Times comparison for RF-SMC and Source on the TSO (left) and PSO (right) memory model.
Table 1. SMC results on several benchmarks. U denotes the unroll bound. The timeout of one hour is
indicated by ł-ž. Bold-font entries indicate the smallest numbers for the respective memory model.
Benchmark U
Seq. Consistency Total Store Order Partial Store Order




1 2902 21948 3682 36588 8233 572436
4 197260 3873348 313336 9412428 1807408 -
Times
1 1.22s 1.74s 1.46s 6.18s 4.40s 169s




17 4667 100664 29217 4719488 253125 -
21 19991 1527736 223929 - - -
Times
17 6.70s 46s 32s 2978s 475s -




3 14625 47892 14625 59404 14625 63088
4 471821 2278732 471821 3023380 471821 3329934
Times
3 12s 6.18s 12s 12s 18s 39s
4 553s 331s 547s 778s 930s 2844s
(see 27_Boop4 in Table 1). Interestingly, in some cases the size of the ShashaśSnir partitioning
explored by Source increases as we move to more relaxed settings, while the RF partitioning remains
unchanged (cf. fillarray_false in Table 1). All these observations signify advantages of RF for
analysis of the more complex program behavior that arises due to relaxed memory.
We now discuss how trace partitioning coarseness affects execution time, observing the plots
of Figure 14. We see that in cases where RF partitioning is coarser (green dots), our RF algorithm
RF-SMC often becomes significantly faster than the ShashaśSnir-based Source, allowing us to
analyse programs scaled several levels further (see eratosthenes in Table 1). In cases where
the sizes of the RF partitioning and the ShashaśSnir partitioning coincide (blue dots), the well-
engineered Source outperforms our RF-SMC implementation. The time differences in these cases
are reasonably moderate, suggesting that the polynomial overhead incurred to operate on the RF
partitioning is small in practice.
Appendix C.4 of Bui et al. [2021] contains the complete results on all 109 benchmarks, as well
as further scatter plots, illustrating (i) comparison of RF-SMC with Source and rfsc in SC, (ii) time
comparison of RF-SMC across memory models, and (iii) the effect of using closure in the constency
checking during SMC.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have solved the consistency verification problem under a reads-from map for
the TSO and PSO relaxed memory models. Our algorithms scale as 𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1) for TSO, and as
𝑂 (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑘+1 ·min(𝑛𝑘 · (𝑘−1) , 2𝑘 ·𝑑 )) for PSO, for 𝑛 events, 𝑘 threads and 𝑑 variables. Thus, they both
become polynomial-time for a bounded number of threads, similar to the case for SC that was
established recently [Abdulla et al. 2019; Biswas and Enea 2019]. In practice, our algorithms perform
much better than the standard baseline methods, offering significant scalability improvements.
Encouraged by these scalability improvements, we have used these algorithms to develop, for the
first time, SMC under TSO and PSO using the reads-from equivalence, as opposed to the standard
ShashaśSnir equivalence. Our experiments show that the underlying reads-from partitioning is
often much coarser than the ShashaśSnir partitioning, which yields a significant speedup in the
model checking task.
We remark that our consistency-verification algorithms have direct applications beyond SMC. In
particular, most predictive dynamic analyses solve a consistency-verification problem in order to
infer whether an erroneous execution can be generated by a concurrent system (see, e.g., Kini et al.
[2017]; Mathur et al. [2020]; Smaragdakis et al. [2012]). Hence, the results of this work allow to
extend predictive analyses to TSO/PSO in a scalable way that does not sacrifice precision. We will
pursue this direction in our future work.
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